Technieal Feature

Comparing
Microstrip and CPW
Performance
By buildingabetter electromagneti.c (EM) si,mulation madel, whl,ch includes the
fficts of a PCB's m.etal surface roughness, microstrip and coplanar u-;aaeguide,
ci,rcuits can be closely compared to find the best fit for different applications.

f
I

atchins a microware transmissiontin" te?hnology to an application re-

will be compared. Further analysis will be performed with the aid of electromagnetic (EM)
models and EM simulation softwaie. The software modeling will help validate the measured
results and also show how effective software

designers may be concerned with loss budgets,
propagation mode issues, radiation losses and
electromagnetic interference (EMI), and even
the printed-circuit-board (PCB) assembly logistics and the relative difficulty of adding components to a PCB. Microstrip has been one of
the most popular microwave transmission-line
formats for decades and is well characterized.
Coplanar waveguide (CPW) transmission lines
have also been used extensively in microwave

modeling can alleviate concer-rrs, when using
new transmission-line approaches an&or circuit topologies.
Microstrip and CPW formats are often se-

l- quires carelul consideration of more
than a few factors. Depending on the requirements of an application, high-frequency circuit

PCB applications, although they are not

as

well understood as microstrip lines.

Typically, conductor-backed coplanar waveguide
(CBCPW) circuits are often used in conjunc-

tion with microstrip in microwave circuit
designs. A common approach is the use of
CBCPW in the circuit's signal launch area,
transitioning to microstrip for the remainder of
the circuit to enable simple component placement and PCB assembly.
To help designers understand differences
between microstrip and CPW transmissionIine approaches, measurement data from dif-

ferent test circuits fabricated with the same,
well-known commercial substrate material

lected over other high-frequency transmission-

line options, such as stripline, due to their
simplicity. Stripline
simolicitv.
Strioline can deliver excellent highStri
hish[requency performance, with good noise immunity and isolation between adjacent circuit
traces. But it is also more dlfficult and expensive to fabricate than microstrip or CPW Stripline is essentially a flat metal transmission line
between two ground planes, with the ground
planes separated by a dielectric substrate material. The width of the transmission line, the
thickness of the substrate, and the relative dielectric constant of the substrate material determine the characteristic impedance of the
transmission line. Difficulties with stripline
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hybrid

transverse-

magnetic modes are

also possible with
microstrip, but these

modes are sometimes the result of
undesired spurious

wave
L

nlg.

I

Cross-sectional aieu of a microstrip line (a) and. threedimensional oieu; o.f a CBCPW line (b).

propagation.
In general, CBCPW
circuits offer propagation behavior sim-

include ground planes that must be ilartothatof microstripcircuits.
shorted together, requiring electrical For both microstrip and CBCPW

met- circuits, spurious parasitic wave propdirect agation can be a problem. As a genaccess to the signal layer for compo- eral mle, the circuit geometry (that is
nent mounting. Stripline's second its cross-sectional features) for either
ground plane also results in narrower transmission-line approach should
transmissionline widths, for a given be less than 45' long at the highest

via connections between the tr,vo
al groundplanes andthe lackof

substrate thickrress and

characteristics operating frequency of interest- For

microstrip.
microstrip, the circuit parameters of
In contrast, microstrip and CPW concern include the thickness of the
circuits feature an exposed signal substrate (that is the distance between
layer, greatly simplifying compo- the signal and ground planes) and the
nent assembly on the PCB, Figure I
width of the signal conductor (transshows simple drawings of microstrip mission line width). For CBCPW,
and CBCPW transmission lines. The attention must be paid to those two
microstrip circuit has a signal con- parameters, as well as to the distance
ductor on the top of the dielectric between the GSG spacing on the cosubstrate and a ground plane on the planar layer.
bottom. In a CBCPW circuit, a coplaFor proper grounding, CBCPW
impedance, than for

nar layer with ground-signal-ground circuits employ vias to Connect the

(GSG) configuration replaces the signal layer of microstrip. The CBCPW
circuit's top ground planes are tied to
the bottom ground plane by means of
vias. CBCPW is sometimes known as

topJayer coplanar ground planes and
the bottom-layer ground plane. The
placement of these vias can be critical
for achieving the desired impedance

grounded coplanar

suppressing parasitic wave modes.
When grounding vias are effectively
positioned in a CBCPW circuit, a

In terms of

waveguide.

wave propagation,
microstrip transmissionline circuits
generally operate in a quasi transverse-electromagnetic (TEM) mode.
Hybrid transverse-electric (TE) and

and loss characteristics, as well as for

much thicker dielectric substrate can
be used at higher frequencies than
would be possible for a microstrip
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via placement for CBCPW circuits is
available in the literature.r Figure 2
offers an overview of signal loss (S21)
performance for microstrip, coplanar-

launched microstrip, and CBCPW

circuits fabricated on 3O-mil-thlck
R04350BrM circuit-board material

from Rogers Co1p.
GCPWG refers to a grounded coplanar waveguide and is actually the
same configuration as CBCPW. The
top ground microstrip configuration
is essentially a coplanar-launched microstrip circuit - a microstrip circuit
with a CBCPW configuration in the

connector signal launch area. The
cuwe-fit data for microstrip and coplanarJaunched microstrip are taken
from the literature.l The traces reveal
some interesting traits to consider for

the different transmission lines. For
example. CBCPW tlpically suffers
higher loss than microstrip or coplanar-launched microstrip. The GSG
configuration of the CBCPW coplanar layer exhlbits hlgher conduitor
loss than microstrip-based circuits.
SUll, the loss for CBCPW follows a
constant slope, while the loss curves
for microstrip and coplanar-launched
microstrip undergo slope transitions
at approximately 27 and 30 GHz,
respectively. These loss transitions
are associated with radiation losses.
With proper spacing and via spacing,
CBCPW can be fabricated with minimal radiation loss.

In wideband applications, dispersion can be important. Microstrip
transmission lines are dispersive by
nature: the phase velocity for EM
waves is different in the air above the

signal conductor than through the
dielectric material of the substrate.
CBCPW circuits can achieve much
less &spersion when there is tight
coupling at the GSG interfaces on
the coplanar layer, since more of the
E-field occurs in air to reduce the effective inhomogeneity of wave travel

o

a!

circuit at the same frequencies. A
review of the practical tradeoffs of

through different media.
Using proper design techniques,
CBCPW circuits can achieve a much
wider range of impedances than microstrip circuits. In ad&tion, applications where crosstalk may be a concern, circuit performance can benefit
from the coplanar ground plane separation of CBCPW's neighboring signal
conductors. Due to their significantly
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fective dielectric constant increases

ED = 3.0 pm RMS
ED = 1.5 pm Rlttl5
RT = 0.7 pm RMS
RT = 0.5 pm RMS

increases, as indicated by copper sur-

faces with higher root-mean-square
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mg. S Effecti,ae dielectric constant of a I
mil LCP lami,nate uith a 50 dl microstrip line

with different surface roughness.

reduced radiation losses, dispersion
and parasitic wave mode propagation, CBCPW circuits are often used
at much higher frequencies than mi-

crostrip circuits.

At

millimeter-wave

frequencies, for example, it is often
that a simple wire-bonded air bridge
will be used to connect the ground
planes on both sides of the CBCPW
signal conductor, The air bridge approach serves as a "trap" for specific
frequencies of concern when spurious
wave mode propagation is an issue.2
COPPER sI.IRFACE ROUGI{NEsS
The copper surface roughness of
PCB substrates has been known to
affect conductor losses as well as the
propagation constant of the transmission line.s The effect on a transmission-linet propagation constant causes
a circuit to have a different "apparent
dielectric constant" than expected. Of
course, the material parameter is unchanged by the roughness of the material's metal layer. Rather, the amount
of metal surface roughness causes the
observed effects by influencing elec-

tric field and current flow. As Figure 3 shows,3 the effective dielectric
constant can vary widely for the same
dielectric substrate when the copper
surface roughness is different. The ef78

as

the surface roughness of the copper
(RMS) roughness values.
In addition to obserued dielectric
constant effects, the surface roughness of a microstrip is known to impact
insertion loss performance.3-7 The
topology of the circuit may be more
or less prone to such copper surface
roughness effects, simply due to cur-

rent and E-field distribution within
the circuit. For example, the copper
surface roughness has less effect on a
tightly coupled CBCPW transmission

line than on a microstrip. In a CBCPW circuit, the current and E-field
are tightly maintained within the GSG

on the coplanar layer. For a microstrip
circuit, the field and current move

more toward the bottom of the metal,
where the roughness lies.
,VIEASURING DIFFSRENCES

All of the circuits evaluated in this
article were fabricated on a 254 pm
(10-mil) thick RT/duroid@ 5880 laniinate from Rogers Corp. The same dielectric material was used in all cases,
although with different copper gpes:
rolled copper with surface roughness

of 0.4 pm RMS, electrodeposited

(trD) copper with surface roughness
of 1.8 pm RMS, and high-profile ED
copper with surface roughness of 2.8

pm RMS. Table f provides details on
the dimensions of the different cir-

There is also a real-life issue affecting most PCB circuits and especially CBCPW, which can cause more
variation in circuit performance due
to standard fabrication effects. This
is the conductor trapezoidal effect,

or

"edge profile," where the PCB

conductors are ideally rectangular in

a cross*sectional view but the actual
circuits are trapezoidal in shape. This
can cause the current densiW in the
coplanar GSG area to vary; 'an ldeai
rectangular conductor structure will

have more current density
sidewalls

up

the

of the adjacent conductors

in this region, whereas the trapezoidal structure will have more current
density at the base (copper-substrate
interface). When there is more current density at the base due to the
trapezoidal effect, the copper surface
roughness will have more influence on
losses and the propagation constant.
The trapezoidal concerns for CBCPW
PCBs are shown inFigure 4.

Figure 5 compares the effective

dielectric constants for two different
coplanar circuit tlpes and how they
are affected by two extreme cases of
copper surface roughness. The phase
response measurements that were
made for one data set of circuits employed a differential phase length
method.S Circuits were made in very
close proximity on the ,"*" pro""rJing panel and the only difference for
the tr,vo circuits being measured was

cuits, along with their measured char-

the physical length of the transmission
lines.

acteristic impedances. The nominal
circuit dimensions noted in the table

The figure shows that the difference at 10 GHz for the microstrip

are per the circuit design; however,
typical PCB fabrication tolerances apply. On the actual circuits, the signalto-ground spacing for the coplanar
layer of the CBCPW and the copper
thickrress had appreciable circuit-tocircuit variation.

(cpw micro), for smooth vs. rough
copper, RMS = 0.4 vs. RMS = 2.8,
respectively, is approximately 0.09 in
terms of the effective dielectric constant. The same consideration for the
tlghtly coupled CBCPW is approximately 0.06. Even though trapezoideLl
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cy for microstrip
than for CBCPW.
Trapezoidal effects

have more influence on insertion loss
performance for CBCPW than for microstrip.

are not considered

in the

data shown;

MEAST,IREMENTS

slightly more disper-

mance of the circuits studied in this
article, models were constructed and
analyzed with the help of Sonnet Suite
Professional V13.54, a three-dimensional (3D)planar EM simulation software from Sonnet Software. Based on
microsectional data from the circuits
tested, the simulation geometries,
such as substrate thickness and metal
surface profile, were entered into the
software. An optical coordinate measuring machine (CMM) was used to
determine the circuit length accurately. Figure 7 shows an image of one of
the CBCPW circuits as it appears in

sion than normal

if

trapezoidal effects
are greater.

Figure 6 shows
the insertion loss
associated

with

the

two different circuit
gpes and \ /ith dif-

ferent copper

face

surroughnesses.

At 10 GHz, the dif-

effects will cause more variation on
the results of CBCPW than for mi-

crostrip, the plot shows that the effect of copper surface roughness on
propagation constant is much less for
CBCPW than for microstrip. The figure also shows a difference in dispersion, where the effective dielectric
constant will vary more with frequen-

5tMt"fi-.ATtON5 AND

however, CBCPW
circuits could have

ference in loss for
microstrip on rough copper versus
smooth copper is approximately 0.250

dB/in. to 0.121 dB/in. For CBCPW,
the difference is about 0.280 dB/
in. to 0.167 dB/in. The insertion loss
performance of CBCPW is less affected by copper surface roughness
than the insertion loss performance
of microstrip. Trapezoidal effects will

To better understand the perfor-

RMS = 2.0
-CPWMICRO
*CPWMICRO RMi = 0.4
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tlDo circuit tApes and
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Microstrip RMS = 0.4 Fm
Tightly Coupled CBCPIY RMS = 0.4 pm
Microstrip RMS = 2.0 Fm
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L rlg. A Comparison of loss betueen microstrip and tightly coupled CBCPW circuits
uith different copper surface roughness.
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the Sonnet software,
whlle Figure 8 shows
a microphotograph
of the corresponding
cross-section of the

circuit.

While Sonnet contains a native support

for
L, ng.

Z lsometric r:ieu of a CBCPW cross-secti.on in Sonnet.

modeling thick

metal, Figure 7 shows
a thick metal approximation drawn manu-

Cutting Edge GaN
for the Newest Applications
See What's Next For:

ally using the software. Two infinitely
thin metals were used in this modei,
separated by the physical thickness
of the metal. The topJayer metal
has a width equivalent to the top of
the physical metal, and the bottomlayer metal has a width equivalent to

the bottom. The layers are then connected with edge vias. This serves to
effectively model the thickness of the
metal as well as the CBCPW trapezoidal effects
the bottom metal can be
- slightly past the edge
seen protruding
via, providing the "sharpness" of the
physical profile.
A key to achieving success in the
simulation of these tlpes of microstrip
and CBCPW circuits is a recentlv introduced surface-roughness *oa"t
to V13 of the Sonnet software. The
model, which was developed by Sonnet Software's software engineers in

collaboration

lnmarsat 1.6 GHz 15W

lnmarsai

/

CAIV, FTTH, & BTS /
i-rlii,lrrli MMIC

RRH

Wideband 20-2000

N4Hz

10W

al. Roughness is intentionally added
only to this physical surface, to aid adhesion to the PCB dielectric material.
Figure 9 offers a comparison betr.lzeen a simulated model and the measured data for microstrip transmission

kidium 50Q SMT GaN

Ultra Wideband 50Q SMT GaN

I

G-PoN. FTTH, RFoG

with Rogers' material

developers, represents a significant
advance in metal profile modeling, accounting for the effects on sur{ace inductance of current following paftial
"loops" in a metal conductor's profile.e
While it is possible to use the new surface roughness model on the top and
bottom of a PCB, it is only applied to
the bottom surface of the bottom met-

A

ng. e Microphotograph of a cross-sec-

ti.on of a CBCPW

circuit.

Microstrip RMs = 0-4 pm
Microstrip RMS = 2.8 ym
Simulated Microstrip RMS = 0.4 pm
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A fig. S Simulnteil anil measureil microstrip insertion loss.
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lines. The simulation shows insertion
loss for 1". of microstrip transmission
Iine without the connector launch, in
order to be a valid comparison with a
differential length measurement. Despite working in a scale of only hundredths of decibels, good agreement
was achieved between the simulated
and measured results for both smooth

(0.4 pm RMS) and rough (2.8 pm
RMS) metal surfaces. This close agreement provides reassurance of the test

setup, the measurement procedure
and the vali&g' of the new SonneV

Tightly Coupled CBCPW RMS = 0.4 pm
Tigfttly Coupled CBCPW RMS = 2-8 Vm
Simslated CBCPW RJllS = O,4 gn
Simulated CBCPW RMS = 2.8 Fm

Rogers surface roughness model.

Figure IO shows similar agreement
between simulations and measurements for CBCPW structures. While
the agreement for the CBCPW circuits
is not as close as that for the microstrip
geometries, it is well within the limits
of experimental error, confirming the
accuracy of the model and the measurements made in this article.

wlltrh*,ty*y**cH
A

mg. rc Simulated anil measured. CBCPW
insertion loss,

Portable PIM Analyzer
- GSM, WiBro, UMTS/|MT2000, DCS1800/PCS,
PCS1900, AMPS/CDMA, EGSM, W|MAX, LTE, etc.
- Measurement Level : -32 dBm to -132 dBm
(-75 dBc to -175 dBc)
- Measure the Distance to Faulty PIM Position
- Measure the Distance to Faulty VSWR Position

* 19" Rack Mount Types
are also available

RFID Protocol
Analyzer/Simulator
- Emulate the Standard RFID Reader or Tag
- Measure and Evaluate RFID Tags'and
Readers' protocol.
- Verify the compliance of all lSO18000 series
- Measurement of Frequency, Power, and
Modulation

- Display Timing Waveform / Code Data

Radar Signal Generator
Variety of Models (Poriable, Rack Mountable,
or Customizing Models), Wideband (0.5-40GHz)
Multiple Signal Generation (1-48 signals or more,
simultaneous)
PRl, PW SCAN, FREQ, PHASE Modulation
(Programmable or Pre-stored Library)
AOA ouput for RWR/MWR Receiver Test &
Evaluation
Visual Scenario Editing on 2D or 3D maps.

Having established the validity of
the surface roughness simulations, it
might be beneficial to see how they
can be further used in high-frequency

circuit design. For example, a common issue with circuit topologies like
CBCPW is finding the desired impedance. While many textbook formulas
are available for this pulpose for conventional microstrip circuits, it is less
true for CBCPW circuits. Fortunately,
EM simulators are suitable for finding
CBCPW geometries for the desired
impedance for nearly any reasonable

circuit topology. The impedance of
a CBCPW design for any PCB material can be broken down to three
main parameters: conductor width,
material thickness and ground plane
separation. As Figure f f shows, the
effects ofeach ofthese parameters on
CBCPW transmission-line impedance
can then be readily analyzed within
the EM simulator environment.
Once parameterization is complete, a simulation can be run, which
automatically "sweeps" all combinations of the three parameters within
a desired range. It is then convenient
to plot all impedances on the same
graph, allowing a designer to choose
the best geometry and impedance
from the results. Figure 12 shows an
example of such an impedance plot.

CONCLU'ION
The performance levels of microstrip, CBCPW launched microstrip and CBCPW transmission
Iines were evaluated under controlled

conditions. Both measurements and
MrcRowAVE JOURNAT r JULY 2Or2
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computer simulations
were performed using
a commercial, low-loss
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microwave substrate
material with different
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copper types. including different values of
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copper conductor surl.O
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face roughness. The ef.,:.::2iO:,:: .. .r!:O-i,

fects of copper surface
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CBCPW geometrg can be broken into three key parameters.

Lmg.

n

Example of a "parameter naeep"

simul&tion.

roughness were evaluated and compared,
showing that greater

roughness

ty,pically

Different circuit topologies were compared through both measurements
means greater loss.

and simulations and, by properly applying computer simulati,on ioftware,
it is possible to reduce the difficulties
often encountered with lesser-known
circuit topologies. I
re
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